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COGNITIVE PROCESSES IN PIGEONS
Juan D. Del ius
Experimentelle Tierpsychologie, Psychologisches In st itut,
Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, D 4630 Bochum, FRG

Capacities for cognitive processes are viewed as gene- instructed
strategies that promote Darwinian fitness . They are the natural
product of biological evolution.
With a nervous system that
contains some 10 12 synapses, pigeons seem to possess sufficient
information processing power for quite sophisticated cognitive
operations . Based mainly on our own work, some perceptual,
memorial and logical abilities of pigeons are reviewed.
In a
situation involving orientation invariance of visual pattern
recognition their performance surpasses that of humans . They are,
however, similar to the latter in equating the outlines with the
si lhouettes of visual patterns even though t hi s ability is rarely
required in their normal environment. A convergent basic mode of
vi sual information process ing is probably responsible for this
similarity.
Pigeons are shown to have a capacious and lasting
memory for complex visual patterns and scenes. Contrary to
previous opinion they are also able to apply a logical
equality/inequality rule in an extrapolating way to novel stimulus
The likelihood that the cognitive capaCities of
configurations.
pigeons are specialised suggests that an ethological approach is
most likely to reveal the full measure of their intelligence.

I NTRODUCTI ON
Some sobering prolegomena seem in order before embarking into
conSiderations about the cognitive capacities of a bird . Organisms , humans
included, are physico -chemical machines, products of the biological
evolution process, a game that started several billion years ago with the
chance emergence of self-replicating chemical assemblies. Against a world
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committed to increasing entropy, natural selection promotes those mutant
molec~les that yield most replicas, those genes that have ma xi mal
Darwinian
fitness.
Individuals are gene instructed envelopes that buffer the
replicators against the environment. Behaviour is a device that allows
genes, through instruction of suitable machinery to improve their fitness in
spat io-temporally varying environments. Stably recurring regularities in
environmental variation lead to the se lect ion of gene-controlled, loo sely
speak ing innate, adaptive behaviour, or rather, the structures that produce
such behaviour. Non-stationary environmental covariations can be exploited
by the genetic instruction of learning capacities.
Learning involves the
detection and storage of spatio-temporal auto- and cross-covariance matrices
of environmental and self-produced events. It expands the knowledge of the
individual over and above that implicit in its genome and allows it to
predict the environment and toforesee the consequences of it s own behaviour.
Offline s imulation of behaviour based on that representation is an obvious
risk-reducing extension. Offline optimization of the representation by it s
internal rearrangement is a further possible improv ement. The information
transduction, processing, transformation, storage, retrieval, recoding,
translation and so forth associated with these kind s of operations I
understand to be the subject matter of cognitive psychology, both animal cnd
human.
Different ensembles of genes, different organisms, hav e come to liv e in
different subsets of the environment, in different socioeco logi ca l niches.
in
Fitness is maximised by different genetic instruction strategies
different niches as natural se lecti on entails a cost-benefit assessment of
Species
mutation generated strategies, behaviour and learning included.
should thus not only differ in cognitive capac ities but a l so in cognitive
style . On the other hand common ancestry coupled with the relative inert ia
that characterizes the phylogenetic process plus convergence due to the fact
that all animals live in the same ma cro-environment, earth,
yields
similarities.
Pigeon s may be suitabl e subjects to exp lore this div ersity and
s imilarity.
Only remotely related to humans they operate in an envi ronment
very different from ours. They are furnished with brains a sixhundred-fold
smaller than ours. Nonetheless they have lately been found to be capable of
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comp lex operatio ns that ca n not
stimu lu s- response relations.
processes akin to t hose studied
brain implies thriftiness in
storage capac iti es and suggests

be readily understood in terms of si mple
Rather their performance seems to imply
in human cognitive psychology.
The small
the allocation of information processing and
cognitive specialisations.

PERCEPTION
Informational apprehension of the "Umwelt" is a basic requirement for
the cumulati on of knowledge. As is known from artificial sensory systems
design the information processing necessary to achieve this i s considerab le.
For example an object can, depending on the way and the conditions under
which it is viewe~ cast very different retinal images. In sp ite of thi~ our
own and probably, the pigeon's central vi sua l system can recognize such
variable information as belongi ng to one and the same object.
They are
capab le of what i s ca lled object recognition invariance or object co nstancy.
It has been found that when humans hav e to decide whether two visual
shapes is the sa me or different and the different shapes are a mirror-image
of the sampl e shape, the time they take increases with the orientati on
disparity between the for ms to be compared. Later research showed that the
speed of "mental rotation" correlates with the individual visuo-spatial
abilities as assessed by intelligence tests. Subj ects report that the task
involves thinking, and more objective evidence indicates that they use a
serial mode of information processing (Shepard and Cooper 1982). With
Valerie Hollard we examined how pigeons deal with this problem.
In a
matching-to-sample paradigm t hey were presented first with a sample shape on
the centre key of a Sk inn er-box which they had to peck for two comparison
shapes to appear on side keys. Responses to the comoar i son shape identi cal
to the sample led to food reward, responses to the mi rror- image .,~ hape · to
darkness punishment. In the "mental rotation" tests the compariso n patterns
were rotated by 0 to 180 degrees against t he sample shape whi ch was always
presented in a standard orientation.
Neither the error rates nor the
reaction times increased with the angu lar mi salignments of samol es and
comparison shapes. Humans tested with the same shapes and apparatus showed
a stro ng effect, reaction times in particular lengthening markedly with
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increasing angular disparities (Hollard and Delius 1982, Delius 1984).
Pigeons thus performed better on this invariance task than intelligent
humans.
ft seems that pigeons process the information in parallel, not
serially as do humans. We can al so employ parallel processing but only when
the rotation invariance tasks involves arbitrarily different shapes rather
than mirror-image ones. Mirror-image shapes are peculiarly difficult to
discriminate for humans (Corballis and Beal~ 1976) but, as it turns out,
also for pigeons .
In successive discrimination tasks
involving
and arbitrarily different shapes their performance wa s
mirror- images
definitely worse on the mirror-images (Lohmann and Delius, 1984; Todrin and
Bloug~ 1983).
Whatever the explanation, pigeons might be expected to be
more efficient than humans in orientation invariance ta sks becau se they
operate visually predominantly on the hori zo ntal plan e where neither objects
nor observers have any preferred orientations.
A naturalistic argument of this kind can not easily be applied to
another type of pattern recognition invariance that Celia Lombardi studied
in our laboratory . She used the same 9 pigeons that had been trained to
the converse of the
master an oddity-from-sample discrimination,
matching -to-sample problem, . on vi sual shapes for an exper iment that
mentioned later. They had learned to choose from two comparison silhouette
patterns the one different from a previously pre sented sample silhouette
(training).
In further training they were also required to se lect the odd
pattern of 40 combinations made from 5 outline shapes (habituation).
In a
test phase the pigeons were additionally confronted with 40 novel
configurations where the sample was a silhouette and the comparison stimuli
were two outline patterns, one of which corresponded with the sample. 10 of
these configurations were shown only under extinction conditions.
They
reliably chose the odd outline showing that they spontaneously recognized
the equivalence of the alternative outline comparison stimulus with the
sample silhouette (Fig.l) . Human s are of course also known to be skilled at
recognizing objects represented in line drawings. Since in nature this kind
of invariance is rarely in demand it is remarkable that pigeons should show
the same ability. We suppose that, as artificial vision de s igners (Braddick
and Sleigh, 1983) have found out, the ext ract i on of the information
equivalent to that of a line drawing from a visual scene is an essentia l
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step for its interpretation as it implies a considerable reduction of
redundancy. There is evidence that the mammalian visual system performs
such outline extraction (Creutzfeldt and Nothdurf~ 1978). It now seems that
the avian visual system, though anatomically quite differently organized,
may proceed along the same lines.
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Fig.1
Recognition of equivalence between silhouettes and outline patterns
by pigeons (N=9 ) in an oddity-from-sample discrimination. Right: examp les
of training, habituation and test sti mulus configurations.
Left: mean
performance (with standard error ) on the three components.
The test
performance is based only on non-reinforced novel test configuration s
(Lombardi, unpublished).

MEt~ORY

A premise for a cogniti ve psychology of animals is that they should ' be
capable of storing large amounts of spatio-temporal ly organized information
for extended periods of ti me. The remarkable capacities of humans in this
respect are well known and hav e been extensiv e ly studied. We have been
~
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impressed by t he visual memory exper iments ini tiated by Shepard (1 967 ).
He
pr.esent? d hi s subj ects with 612 visual scenes (slides) which they cou ld
in spect as long as they wished.
Even 4 mont hs later when tested with
familiar and novel slides t hey recognized the former at above chance rate s .
Late r st udi es (e.g. Stand ing J 1973 ) confirmed and expa nded t hese findi ngs.
Ev en wh en conf ronted with 10.000 visual stimuli humans showed above chance
recognition after 2 day s.
Inge Mohr, Sabi ne Sc hOrger and
have exa min ed the performance of
pigeons in an analogous task.
To exp lore t he i r recognition of fa mili ar
versus nov e l visual patterns a suc cess iv e spat i a l discrimination parad igm
wa s devised. The terminal procedure with whi ch the mai n data were obtained
is de scr ibed first, the preparatory training which in st ructed t he birds and
co nferred the quality of "familiar" to a set of st imuli is sketched later.
8 homing pi geons of local origin were us ed. Initially de~rived of food to
80% of their normal weight they ran the final pha se of the exper iment at 90%
we ight. The apparatu s used wa s a conven t ion al two key Sk inn er-box .
The
visual st imuli were a collection of some 65 0 geometric-decorative white
patterns on a black backg round (Fig. 2) aff ixed to spec ia l s lide fra mes t hat
were back projected on the keys wi t h an automat ic s lide projector. Modular
digital programming equipment co ntroll ed the exper iment, a pr in ter recorded
the rel evant data. Sess ion s were daily in c ludin g weekend s. Th ey consisted
of 50 tria l s eac h, all tria ls involving the simu lt aneous projection of
identi ca l vi sual patterns on both keys . 40 of t hese tria l s involved the
double presentation of a pattern out of t he 80 (100 in the case of 3
subject s ) that were familiar to the pi geons. On these familiar t ri a l s
15 consec ut iv e such
responses to the right key were def in ed as correct.
responses initiated the nex t trial by adv anc ing the s lid e projector.
In co rrect respo nses were pecks to t he left key and though count ed had no
consequence s except that they reset the count of co rrect responses that
might have previously been acummulated on that tr ial to zero. 10 trials per
sess ion involved the project ion of a nov e l , unfamiliar st imulu s on both
keys. Responses on the ri ght key were now deemed in correct and as
previously they were ineffective except in erasi ng the current count of
correct responses within the tr ial . Responses to the left key were correct
and 15 consec utiv e such responses yielded access to grain for 15 sec. The
nex t trial followed. The 40 familiar and 10 nov e l pattern trials were
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arranged in a random sequence with the restriction that the trial following
a nov e l stimulus always involved a familiar pattern and that there were
maximally 9 familiar trials in a row. For scoring purposes a trial was
conservatively defined as correct if the subject had emitt ed less than 15
incorrect responses, that is less than the minimum 15 correct responses
required to obtain reinforcement. The set of 80 or 100 familiar patterns
were recurrently presented over the sess ions but in varying random
sequences.
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Fig. 2 Discrimination by pigeons (N=8) between 80 or 100 fami li ar visua l
Right: exampl es of patterns
patterns and 100 or 80 novel patterns.
employed; the birds saw them as white shapes on a dark background.
Left:
mea n performance during co nsec utive blocks of 10 and 8 sess ions before (M l
and Sl) and a block of 8 sessions after a 3 months pause (S2)' Shaded areft s
indicate a potentially non -discriminative performance according t ~ · various
strategies. Obliques are isolines indicating the total correct performance .
The particular paradigm was employed because it a ll ~wed for a gradual
build-up of the stock of familiar patterns. Initially only 10 prospective
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familiar stimuli were repeatedly used and were only presented on the correct
left key, the right key remaining dark . There were no novel patterns, the
correct r ·ght key on the corresponding 40 trials was diffusely illuminated
while the incorrect left key remained dark. A single correct response
yielded reinforcement. In later sessions novel patterns were also shown on
the correct key.
The fixed ratio response requirement was increased in
small steps. As the subjects mastered this simple task and got to know the
familiar patterns, the stimuli on the incorrect keys of both kinds of trials
were gradually faded in over several sessions until their brightness was the
same as that of the identical stimuli shown on the correct key. At the same
time a proportion of the novel stimuli shown on a given session was added to
the familiar stimulus set used in the following sessions. The proportion of
familiar trials to novel trials was also steadily increased.
By the 25th
session the subjects dealt with 80 familiar patterns in the final procedure
described earlier. Up to this stage the animals had seen some 300 different
novel stimuli.
From session 30 onwards the 3 subjects with the best
performance had their repertoire of familiar stimuli increased by further 20
stimuli to a 100 through incorporation of further formerly novel patterns.
We evaluated the mean discriminative performance of the pigeons during the
41st to 50th sessions . Altogether some 550 novel pattern s had been
presented to the pigeons by then.
Because of the particular kind of discrimination task used a
presentation similar to signal detection receiver-operator characteristic
(ROC) graphs is suitable.
However, a graph format more akin to the
customary presentation of discrimination performance was designed. The
pigeons' accuracy in both the familiar and the novel components is plotted
as percent correct trials (Fig.2).
The discrimination achieved by the
subjects must be gauged against that which they could potentially achieve
without regard to the stimuli, by learning about the stochastic regularities
concerning the availability of reward upon responses to the right or left
kEYS. Depending for example on how they weighed the secondary reinforcement
due to trial advance and the primary reinforcement due to food reward they
could adopt matching strategies consisting in some fixed proport ional
responding to the left and right keys. This is the diagonal of th e gr aph in
Fig . 2.
The fact that food rewards were always followed by left key correc t
(familiar) trials allowed an obvious and simple improvement on that kind of
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strategy.
This is reflected by the matching -maximisi ng line of the graph.
Some col lateral evidence indicates that pigeons could adopt this tactic.
A
maximising strategy based on complete information about the seQuencing
statistics of left key correct and right key correct trials would have
enabled the pigeons to achieve the optimal non-discriminat ive performance
possible. It is shown as a curved border in the graph of Fig.2 but there is
no empirical evidence whatsoever that the pigeons master that high level of
statistical know-how.
In any case the performance of all animals. as can be seen in Fig.3.
fell
well
outside these non-discriminative areas.
The unequivocal
conclusion is that the subjects could recognize 80 or even a 100 familiar
patterns at an above chance level against the 100 novel patterns. We have.
however. no indication that this is anywhere near the limit of the pigeon's
vi sua l memory capacities.
The 3 birds that had the number of familiar
stimuli augmented from 80 to 100 between the 30th and 40th session. for
example. showed no appreciable deterioration in recognition accuracy.
To assess the retention of this discrimination over time we ran the
same pigeons for a further block of 8 sessions using the same 80 or 100
familiar patterns and 80 almost-novel patterns. that is shapes they had seen
once early during training some 2 months before . We expected that they
would have forgotten them but a slight. just significant decay in mean
accuracy in this block of sessio ns as compared with the preceeding block
(Fig.2. M1 and 51 ) suggests that they might not hav e done so completely.
Then the experiment was interrupted for 3 months while t he pigeons were kept
in an outs ide aviary. Following this. they were redeprived , and run in 8
retention sessions using the usual familiar patterns and a different set of
80 almost-novel patterns. Comparison of the mean accuracy achieved before
and after the 3 months pause (Fig.2. 51 and 52) reveals a slight but not
signifi cant improvement in the retention block of sessions. However it is
possible t hat the retention sessions might hav e resulted in a further
learning about the familiar stimu li as t hese were presented several times
over in the course of the 8 sessions. We have thus compared tHe mean
performance during the first two sessions of the retention phase involving
the once-only presentation of 80 different familiar sti muli with the mean
performance during the last two sessions before t he retention break.
As
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shown Lr. Fig.3 this yields a slight fall in accuracy that, although barely
significant, might reflect some forgetting.
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Fig.3 Left : mean (large dot) and individual performance of pigeons (N=8)
discriminating 80 (circles) or 100 (dots) familiar and 100 novel patterns.
Right: mean familiar/novel pattern discrimination of the same pigeons (with
sta ndard errors ) during the la st two sessions before and the first two
sessions after a 3 months pause. Note t hat these grap hs only depict the
upper right quadrant of the graph in Fig.2.
Thus not only ca n pigeons store but they ca n also retain on a long-term
basis the engrams of an appreciab le number of visual patterns. Again we
have no indi cations that the 3 month s were anywhere near the limit of the
period over which they could remember t he present material. Vaughan and
Green (1984) hav e recently reported experiments of a similar vein.
In a
first experiment they had pigeons discrimi nate 160 different hand drawn
"squiggles" of which half were defined positive and half Ivere negat ive.
A
lengthy acquisition phase was needed for this discrimination but then the
pigeons showed reasonably good retention over an 8 months and even a 16
mont hs interruption.
Further experiments using natural scenes (slides)
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yielded better performance even when the retention pause wa s 25 month s and
320 s lides were used.
It is thus safe to conc lude that pigeons hav e an
excellent long-term memory for visual st imuli. Visual patterns such as we
used, and more so visual scenes as Vaughan and Green used , imply that
pigeons ca n memori ze compl ex micro- structured spatial information.
We
further suspect t ha t t hey are likely to exce ll in geographical-scale spatial
memor ies because of their ama zing navigational sk ill s (Pa pi and Wallrat
1981), even though a few laboratory studi es on learning of intermediate
sca le spatia l arra ngement s by pigeons may not yet have yielded a particulary
impress i ve performance (e.g.
Wilki e, 1983; Ol so n and Mak~ 1983) . As to
tempora l ly structured memories there are severa l reports i ndi cating t hat at
least on a shorter term basis pigeons can represent t he seria l order of
sti muli (e.g. Stra ub and Terrac~ 1981; Richardson and Kresc~ 1983) .
Thu s
in spite of a sma ll brain the memory of pigeons seems e labora te and
persistent enough to a ll ow t he possibi lity that its behaviour i s controll ed
by cognition s .

LOGIC
For many experts the essent ia l element of cognitiv e processes i s
t hin king.
Although t here hardly is agreement about what precisely t hi s
faculty cons ists of, it certain ly involves t he appli cation of t he rul es of
The demonstrat ion t hat pigeons are capa bl e of logi ca l r ul es would
log ic.
help to estab lish t he cogni t iv e nature of the mec hani sms controlin g their
behaviour . Impl icitly we may have already demonstrated some such ca paciti es
in t he forego in g but more formal , ad hoc demonstration s seem des irab le.
Pigeons abil iti es with re spec t to a s impl e log ica l operation, the
generalized app li catio n of equa lity / inequa li ty rules have been doubted even
t hough it i s difficult to imag ine how free-ranging pigeons could cope
without such a subroutine.
The so lu tion of the matc hin g- to-samp le
discrimi nation paradigm mentioned ear li er and in which subject s mu st~ ~ecide
which of two compariso n st imuli is identica l with a previously shown sample
st imulu s would appear to require t he operation of t hi s logical operation.
But ava il ab le evidence on t hi s point did not total ly exc lude th e possib i lity
that the birds solved the task by learning a ser ies of separate
stimu l us - response ru les. Two recent reviewers (Mackinto sh, 1983; Macphail,
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1982), have accordingly expressed co ntrary but reserved, opInIons about the
pigeons capabilities of applying a more universal equality/inequality
concept.
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Fig.4 Transfer of oddity - from- sample discrimination to novel pattern
configurations by pigeons (N=5 ).
Mean performance during 3 blocks of 10
sessions on 160 training configurations and two sets of 40 transfer
conf igurations, each assembled from patterns shown (modified from Lombardi
et a I. 1983) .
Celia Lombardi, Carlos Fachinelli and I undertook an experiment to
clarify the situation. It was based on the consideration that the best way
to demonstrate the operation of a concept-like rule is to show that animals
can generalize it to a novel set of stimuli about which they have not
previously learned anything and about which they can not learn any specific
rules during testing because they experience them onl y under extinction
conditions. We also employed a larger number of stimulus patterns for
training than has been usual because concepts are learned on the basis of
examples and it seemed plausible that their number is an important factor
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for their deve lopment.
Pigeons were taught an instrumental oddity-from-sample discri~ination,
the conv erse of the matching-to-s ample problem, because there is some
evidence that t hey find t he former task easier . One group was tra ined with
5 patterns in 40 different configuration s, the other group dealt with 20
patterns in 160 different configurations. After they had reached asymptotic
performance and had lea rned to operate under partial reinforcement
conditions, they were tested for transfer under extinction conditions with
two different sets of 5 novel patterns, each in 40 combinations. All
animals showed s ignificant abo ve chance transfer to both of these novel
sti mulu s sets.
Transfer performance with test st imuli of si mil ar style to
the trai ning sti muli wa s better t han performance with st imuli of markedly
different design.
The tra nsfer performance of the group that had been
tra ined with many exa mpl es shown in Fig.4 was marginally better than that of
the other group, even though the latter's performance on the training
st imuli was better throughout (Lombardi et al. 1983) .
We concl uded that pigeons can learn to generalize an odd ity , and by
implication, ident ity conc ept and that this i s promoted by the use of many
training exemplar s. But because the performance on the transfer st imuli wa s
nonethe less worse tha n on t he training st imuli we suggested that pigeons may
normall y use a mi xture of strategies to solve matching -to- and
oddity-from-sa mpl e discriminations.
In this they may be aided by their
remarkable visual memory. Even so i t must be incontrovertibly accepted t hat
an abstract logi ca l co nc ept of equality/inequality can control the behaviour
of pigeo ns in sui tab ly contriv ed sit uations (see also Pi sacreta and Wit~
1983).
It must be stressed, t hough, that we doubt whether the pigeons
lear ned t he lcg ica l rule during the ex per iment; it i s more likely that they
a l ready knew it before and only learned to apply it in the particular
situation.
It will be in terest in g to see whether pigeon s ca n cope with probl ems
invo lvin g more soph i sticated logical rules.
But before t hat i~. may be
worthwhile inv esti ng eff ort in making the lea rning environment and paradigms
used in t he l aboratory more eff icient, more pigeon-ergonomic. The ethol ogy
of t he normal foraging behaviour of this bird species seems a promising
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source of

inspiration

for a strea mlining of apparat us and procedures.

W
e

a~e pre~ntly embarked on such a project.

EPILOGUE
These results, and many other that space forbids to review, make it
certain that the pigeon's brain is not t he telephone exchange that narrow
behaviourists once imagined it to be. It is, on the contrary, a powerfu l
online, onflight biological nanocomput er furnished with miriads of networked
parallel processors and equipped with terabyts of memory, a computer out of
a ser ies where the human mind is ju st another model, somewhat fancier,
somewhat larger.
As t hi s fact becomes accepted the more in teresti ng task of finding out
how it all works will take pre-eminence. No mean problem it will be as
there are reasons to expect that the representations and the processing of
the biocomputers are not lik ely to be of a particularly "anschaulich" kind
but rather have an abstract ma thematical quality that happens to be easi ly
implemented and to run effic iently in brains (Hinton and JI.nderson, 1981). If
even peripheral proc ess ing of visual input is based on Gabor analy sis (Orban
1984) and programming of motor output is baoed on Fourier synthesis (Pribram
et al . J 1984), there seems to be no bar on the most exotic transformations
operating in the intervening stages. In that light, for instance, current
discussions of whether representations are analogi c or propositional seem
somewhat irrelevant, they are like ly to be neither. Contrived, abstract
transformation procedures are unlikely to develop through learn ing but
probably come about through genetically contro ll ed ontogeny. The life of a
pigeon, for exa mple, is too short to hone these internal recoding routines
to a us eful sta ndard through co nditioning, particularly as t he anima l s need
them early in adolescence. Much of pigeon learning probably involves the
activation of such innate algorithms. Pigeon intelligence, just as human
intelligence, may thus have a large genetic component.
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